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Four Major Development Domains:

• Social/ Emotional 
Development


• Cognitive Development


• Physical Development 


• Language Development



Social/ Emotional Development

Sense of Self: 

Manages feelings


Takes care of own needs


Self direction


Follows limits and expectations


Knows routine


Prosocial Behavior: 

Plays with others


Shares


Resolves conflicts



Cognitive Development
Learning and Problem Solving 

Shows curiosity


Shows persistence


Solves Problems


Logical Thinking


Sorts


Compares


Recognizes and repeats patterns


One to one correspondence


Uses Numbers and Counting


Symbolic Thinking 

Engages in pretend play



Physical Development
Gross Motor 

Moves with Direction


Throws and catches


Skips


Walks in line


Fine Motor


Small muscle control


Hand-eye coordination


Uses tools for writing



Language Development
Listening and Speaking

Expresses self


Understands and follows directions


Asks and answers questions


Participates in conversations


Reading and Writing

Looks at books


Understands print concepts


Reading comprehension


Recognizes letters


Writes letters and words




What a Typical Day Looks Like in the 
Oak Room… (in an Atypical Time)



Arrival
Wash wash wash your hands! 


The children are encouraged to do the morning routine themselves with a few reminders. They have already 
mastered this by mid-October! Independence gives the children a sense of accomplishment and ownership. 



Waiting for the elevator to go 
 up to school. 

Find your masked face in the elevator! 

The first thing that the children  
do is put their snack, lunch   

and water on the cart. 



Then they find  
their traveling self portrait and  

their name on the classroom counter. 

Next, they put their “mask name”  
on their attendance photo. 



Waving “Goodbye”  
is still an important part of  

the morning routine.  
Even for a Mighty Oak! 



Freeplay
“Play is the highest form of research.” -Albert Einstein



The Oaks are constantly creating…
Building…

And exploring!



Working with eye droppers to mix colors 
 is a great way to work small muscles  

and explores cause and effect.

Geoboards not only 
make cool art  

but they develop small  
muscle control.

Logical thinking and  
small muscle control…  

what more could you ask for! 



This is an ongoing art piece. 
 The children apply layers upon layers  

on a daily basis. 

Dramatic play is a 
huge  

part of our 
curriculum.

Science and art are  
ever present  

in the Oak room.



Clean up Clean up Everybody Everywhere! 

The children all chip in during clean up.  
All used toys go into a “dirty” bin  

to be disinfected.  

We encourage the class  
to take pride and ownership  

of their classroom. 



Morning Meeting
(and “Mindful Minute”)



The Oaks are learning the importance of  
active listening and taking turns to talk. 

The children are overjoyed to see  
their distanced classmates on Zoom! 

We often do a small math lesson  
during morning meeting,  

such as this mapping activity.



Our daily mindful minute. The children concentrate on their breathing 
as well as calming visualization. This is a great time to “reset.” 



Snack
Snack is a social time in the Oak Room! The children ask each other the 

“Question of the Day” and converse with their table mates. They also love to 
compare snacks!



Music with Miss Samantha
Music is every Monday and Thursday. Miss Samantha Zooms 
with the classes and much of the class is movement based. 





Project Time
Every day, we hold a project meeting where an informative book is read (either 
fiction or non-fiction) and a lesson is taught. The children then do a project that 

touches on language and literacy, math, science and/or art. 



Apple patterning

Traveling self portraits



Making our homes  
out of blocks for our  
“All About Me” unit. 

Sorting, counting and adding Autumn leaves

Apple patterning



The life cycle of an apple sequencing cards Mapping, planning and building a city

Masked and unmasked self portraits



Outside 
We try to get outside as much as possible. The Oaks walk to the baseball field in 
the Common to run, throw balls, play games and even play with excavators and 

dump trucks or bubbles on special occasions! 









Lunch
This is a quiet time of the day where we chat, listen to a 

book on tape, get a much needed mask break and replenish. 





Goodbye
Thank you for sharing your amazing children with us!




